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IMPROVEMENT IN PEGGING-MACHINES.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, TRISTRAM. H. FLETCH
ER, of Hollis, in the county of York and State
of Maine, have invented certain new and use
ful Improvements in Pegging-Machines; and
I do hereby declare that the following is a full,
clear, and exact description thereof, which will
enable others skilled in the art to which it ap
pertains to make and use the same, reference
being had to the accompanying drawings, and
to
letters
of ofreference
marked thereon, which
form
a part
this specification.
Figure 1 is an end elevation. Fig. 2 is a
side elevation. Fig. 3 is another side eleva
tion. Fig. 4 is a top plan.
Same letters show like parts.
The purpose of my invention is to produce
a machine for pegging boots and shoes in
which the length of the pegs can be shortened
as desired during the operation of pegging
while the machine is in operation and without
stopping it.
It is well known that pegs of differentlengths
are used in different parts of the soles. The
pegs are cut from ribbons which are generally
of uniform width. This fact obliges the Work
man to have coils of ribbons of different widths,

described, because not new and not claimed.
The ribbon-box fis not, of course, claimed; but
it may be well to specify that it can be made
in any of the known forms which will admit
of the co-operation of the parts hereinafter
claimed as new.

l: shows a lever set on the top of the fixed
part l of the frame of the machine. It swings
horizontally on its pivot m. It carries an arm,
n, which works through proper guides. This
arm works under the end of a spring-lever, 0,
the tendency of whose spring is to keep pressed
downwardly the power end until checked by
the stop p. The levero is pivoted, as shown in
the drawings, to the outer face of the plate c,
and rises and falls with it. This lever 0 has
a crook or elbow at the weighted end thereof,
whose office is, when properly adjusted, to press
against the inside of the top end of the pivoted
vertical arm q. This arm q has its pivot at 7',
and carries atits lower end a horizontally-placed
knife, s. A spring, t, tends to keep the lower
end of the arm (1 pushed outwardly, so that
the ribbon will move along in the channel of

the ribbon-box f without being touched by the
cutting-edge of the knifes. The knife 8 moves
in
so as to make its motions uniform,
and, at different stages in the pegging process, anda isguide,
pivoted
to the bottom end of 1 at '.
to take out one coil from the machine and sub This with the guides makes the motion of the
stitute another. This involves both the neces knifes horizontal and true.
sity of having ribbons of various widths and It may be well to state that the ribbon is
also of stopping the machine to change the worked along through the box fina Well-known
ribbons,
le,
To obviate these objections I have invented When the lever k is so turned that the arm
aI Will
machine,
portions of which are old, and these in will not pass under the end of the arm 0,
first enumerate.
then the plate crises and falls and operates
The power-wheel a, shaft b, rising-and-fall the knifee, but does not affect any operation
ing plate c, and the horizontally-sliding blockd by means of the lever q and the knifes. When
are not new. The knifee, operated by the plate the arm n is slipped under the end of the arm
c and Working in the ribbon-box f, to slice off or levero, then as the platec descends the elbow
the pegs from the ribbons, is also old. So also of the arm o comes in contact with the inside
are the crank-pin (f, and also the eccentrich, of the top end of q. This throws in the knife
to give the motions above described to the s, and forces it to cut from the top end of the
plate c and the block d. These are set on the peg a sufficient amount to make it of the de
shaft b, and are rotated by it. The ping works sired length.
in the slot i, and moves the plate c up and The lever k can be operated so as to slip the
down. The eccentric h works in an aperture arm n under the lever o while the machine is
or box behind the plate c, and by pushing in operation, and can also be so turned as to
against the sides thereof gives the sidewise withdraw the arm n under the same circum
motion to the blockd. The apparatus for driv. Stalnces.
ing the pegs is shown at j, and need not be The arm q is hung on and pivoted to an ad
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justable support, c, fixed at one side of the
plate c to an immovable part of the frame of
the machine. It has the slots and set-screws
ar. By means of these the support ac can be
moved up or down as desired and held at any
desired adjustment. The support ac carries
an index,y,working over the scale 3. The dis
tance to which at and the arm q move can thus
be determined by the scale. It will be seen
that as the arm q and the knifes are raised by
the movement of at the pegs will be cut longer,
and, when lowered, shorter.
The ribbon-box f, in this form of pegging
machine, has a horizontal movement produced
by the movement of the block d, and by which
the ribbon is worked through it as required to
furnish the supply of pegs for the machine.

7

What I claim as my invention, and desire
to secure by Letters Patent, is
1. The combination, in a pegging-macline, as
herein described, of the lever k, arm in, spring
lever o, plate c, vertical adjustable arm q, knife
s, and spring t, to operate as herein described.
2. The combination of the knife s, arm (I,
support ac, scales 2, and index 2) with the le.
vero and plate c, as herein set forth.
In testimony that I claim the foregoing as
my own I affix my signature in presence of
two witnesses.
TRISTIRAM. H. FIETCHIEIR.
Witnesses:

CHARLEs E. CLIFFORD,

WILLIAM HENRY CLIFFORD.

